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ردیف  Note: Write all your answers on the answer sheet. 

رم
با

A

Vocabulary 
Look at the pictures and complete the following sentences with a suitable word. (One picture is extra.) 

    a                              b                              c                             d                                         e  

1. A …………………… is a book in which you record your thoughts or feelings or what has happened 
every day. 

2. A dictionary which gives us the meaning of the words in one language is a ………………….. dictionary. 
3. We have to speak louder, because my grandfather is hard of ………………. . 
4. A gray bird with short legs that is common in cities is called …………………………. . 

2

B

Fill in the blanks with the words given. (There is one extra word.) 

  (translate – combinations – founded – forgive – appreciation)
5. Tehran University was ……………………. in Tehran about one century ago. 
6. As a sign of ………….…..., we would like to offer you this small gift. 
7. I asked my friend to ……………………….an English text into Persian. 
8. From the letters “N” and “O”, we can get two ……………………………….: “on” and “no”. 

2

C

Choose the best answer. 

9. I did not read the introduction and ………………. into the next part. 
a. arranged b. checked c. jumped d. hugged

10. Mona burst into ………………… when she heard about her grandmother's death. 
a. tears b. laughter c. memory d. mistakes

11. Most parents spare no …………………… to support their children in their education. 
a. gains b. pains c. calms d. helps

12. I stupidly ………………. the mistake of giving them my phone number. 
a. had b. did c. got d. made
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D

Grammar 
Fill in the blanks with correct forms of the verbs given. 

13. Different kind of medicines ………………………. to cure cancer since 1920. (make) 
14. The first fast food restaurants …………………………… in our city thirty years ago. (open) 

1

E

Complete the sentences with appropriate tag questions. 
15. Her uncle cut his finger on Sunday, ……………………...? 
16. My cousin is never satisfied with his life, ……………………….? 1

F
Combine the following sentences. Use an appropriate relative pronoun (who, whom, which). 

17. You cooked a meal. It was excellent.
The meal ………………………………………………………….. .

1

G

Choose the best choice. 
18. A lot of sharks ………………………… by people every year. 

a. is killed b. were killed c. killed d. are killed
19. A: Sarah ………………………. to university, didn’t she?    B: Yes, she studied chemistry. 

a. goes b. went c. didn’t go d. doesn’t go
20. The flowers ………………….. you gave to Aunt Mary are beautiful. 

a. whom b. who c. which d. whose
21. The man ………………………… was Spanish. 

a. whom I phoned b. who I phoned him c. whom phoned you d. whom phoned him

2

H

Writing 
Correct the underlined errors. 

22. They went to the cinema, but they watched a nice movie.

23. I studied very hard, so I couldn’t pass the test

24. Zahra has a party tomorrow, but she must prepare everything tonight.

25. They can go to work on Monday, and they can go to their friend’s party.

1

I Fill in the blanks with the words (so, but, and. or). 

    The mom asked her children to do their homework first, …..26….. then they had to solve their math 

problems. The math problems were boring,….27…..they had to do them. They were not allowed to play a 

computer game ……28…… text a message. Doing homework took a lot of time,….29……. they couldn't go 

to bed on time. 
2

J Put the words in correct order. 

30. can – but – draw – he – well - can’t – Robert – sing – well-.

31. Ali – the meeting – attend – busy – he – couldn’t – so – was- .
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K Complete the sentences with your own words. 

32. To go from Tehran to Isfahan, you can fly, or…………………….. 

33. The dress was expensive, so ……………………. . 

2

L

Reading Comprehension 

Cloze test: Fill in the blanks with given words. (There’s one extra word) 

    (duty – handle –  failure - unconditionally – respect) 

    It is very important for us to respect our elders. No matter what we do in our lives, who we are, and where 

we live, we must love them as they love us ……34……... . They feel honored when appreciate their love and 

……35…... them. So it is our ……36……... to help them when they need us because they are not young 

enough to ……37........ things on their own like before.   

2

M

Read the passage and then answer the questions. 

    The best way to learn how to use your particular dictionary effectively is to read its introductory section 

where you’ll find out how the entries are arranged. The introductory section of your dictionary will explain 

important information such as the abbreviations and pronunciation symbols used throughout the entries. 

Introductions to dictionaries explain things like how entries are arranged (they typically give the word, and 

the variations of the word; what part of speech the word is; pronunciation of the word; definition, etc.)  

Reading the introduction will give you a handle on how to find words and how to use information that you 

do find. There may also be information on the pronunciation of words with different spellings; this can be 

helpful if you have only heard a word and you’re not sure of its spelling. For example, if you hear “not”, it 

might also be ‘knot” but the “k” is silent, and this list can help you with suggestions. 

38.The introductory of a dictionary explains all of the followings except:

a. abbreviations c. combinations

b. pronunciation symbols d. entries arrangement

39. Reading the introduction will give you a handle on how to find words with similar spelling. Handle is

closet in meaning to ……. 

a. use b. guidance c. touch d. arrangement

40. There are some suggestions about spelling of the words which sound the same in introductory of a

dictionary.                                                                                                                a. T    b. F

41. You can use your dictionary effectively if you don’t read its introductory. a. T    b. F

42. What kind of information can your dictionary’s introduction give you?

43. In which part of dictionary arrangement of entries is mentioned?
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ردیف Answer Key

رم
با

A Vocabulary: 

1. diary 2. monolingual 3. hearing 4. pigeon 5/1 پاسخ هر
2

B 5. founded 6. appreciation 7. Translate 8. combinations 5/1 پاسخ هر 2

C 9. c. jumped 10. a. tears 11. b.   pains 12. d. made 5/1 پاسخ هر 2

D Grammar:  

13. have been made 14. Were opened 5/1 پاسخ هر
1

E 15. didn’t he? 16. Is he? 5/1 پاسخ هر 1

F
17. The meal which you cooked was excellent.

7پاسخ هر

1

G

18. d. are killed 19. b. went 20. c. which 21. a. whom I phoned 5/1 پاسخ هر
2

H Writing: 

22. and 23. But 24. So 25. Or /.55پاسخ هر
1

I 26. and 27. But 28. Or 29. So 5/1 پاسخ هر 2

J 3o. Robert can’t sing well, but he can draw well. 7 پاسخ هر
31. Ali was busy, so he couldn’t attend the meeting.
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K 32. You can go by train.

33. I couldn’t (was not able to) buy it. 7 پاسخ هر
2

L Reading: 

34. unconditionally 35. respect 36. duty 37. handle 5/1 پاسخ هر   
2

M 38. c. combinations 39. b. guidance

40. a. true
41. b. false
42. It will explain important information such as the abbreviations and pronunciation symbols used
throughout the entries.
43. It is mentioned in introductory section.

نمره 7هر کدام  13و  15سوالهای   5/1هر کدام  17تا  33سوالهای 
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